
	

Coastal FC Announces BCSPL Intake Coaches 
 
For the 2008-born BCSPL Season Starting September 2019. 
 
Coastal Football Club is delighted to announce the appointments of Lucas Kozlowski as head coach of 
the 2008 born BCSPL Girls intake team, and Mark Rogers as head coach of the 2008 born BCSPL Boys 
team. Both coaches will begin working in the Coastal BCSPL High Performance Academy over the course 
of the season where they will have the opportunity to work with and scout potential players for their 
respective groups. In addition, they will also visit our regional partners (North Delta, South Delta United, 
and Surdel) games and training sessions, and will bring the collective partner players together periodically 
throughout the season. 

 
Lucas holds BCSA Provincial B, and Futsal coaching licenses and has been coaching 
in the BCSPL with Coastal FC for the past 4 years, and is currently the head coach of 
the U13 BCSPL boys team. Since working in the BCSPL, Lucas's coaching ability 
and proven track record for developing young players has been recognized with the 
advancement of numerous players to the BC Provincial Team Program. In addition to 
his success in developing young players at Coastal, Lucas's coaching experience 
includes 4 years as head coach in the Metro Woman’s Soccer League where he has 
enjoyed various levels of success including winning the League in the 2018/2019 
season.  

 
Coastal FC is thrilled to assign a coach of Lucas's caliber into an age group where players are 
experiencing the BCSPL level of play for the first time and transitioning to the 11-a-side game. Lucas 
played a vital role in developing the previous 2006 intake boys into some of the best young players in 
British Columbia, many of who have advanced to the next level on the player pathway. His coaching 
ability and experience from grassroots to high performance levels will be of significant benefit in the 
development of this intake group. We are certain that those fortunate enough to be selected will feel 
extremely privileged to work with Lucas in a positive and supportive developmental environment. 
 
After retiring from a professional football career in England, and the Canadian Men’s 
National Team, Mark Rogers has become widely respected across the country for his 
contributions in developing players at every level in the game, in particular within his 
role as Technical Director of our regional partner, South Delta United. Mark’s entry 
into the world of coaching has led him to become one of the most experienced 
coaches on the circuit, having coached at grassroots, BC Provincial, and the 
University of British Columbia with both genders. Given his vast knowledge and 
experience within the game, Mark was also appointed assistant coach of the 



	

Canadian Mens National Team for an interim period in 2013.   
	
Coastal FC is extremely happy to have secured the services of one of the most knowledgeable and 
experienced coaches in the soccer community. Mark's involvement with the club ensures the continued 
delivery of an excellent developmental environment for young aspiring players. His previous playing 
experience at professional, and national team levels, combined with his ability to impart knowledge onto 
young players is among the best in the country. Mark's knowledge, experience, and development first 
approach will ensure that those selected will benefit significantly from the environment he creates. 
 
Mark McQueen, Technical Director of Coastal FC said, “We are extremely happy to have secured two of 
the most talented and influential coaches available within the soccer community, both of whom have a 
proven track record of unlocking the potential of young players and advancing them to higher levels of the 
game. Their forward thinking and modern approach to player development, combined with their extensive 
experience in high performance programming is a significant asset to our program. The appointments of 
Lucas and Mark, ensures our intake players will be provided the best possible opportunity to progress 
their young careers. Appointing coaches of their ability and experience maintains our commitment to 
consistently deliver the best coaches in the system. It also reaffirms why Coastal Football Club, with the 
support of our regional partners North Delta, South Delta United and Surdel, continues to be at the 
forefront of player development”. 
 
 
	
 
 
	


